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1 Context

Most of the work on quantum logic (since the seminal paper [4]) has continued
to adopt the lattice of closed subspaces of a Hilbert space as the basis for its
semantics [11, 8].

Here we take a quite different approach, what we call the exogenous ap-
proach. The key idea is to keep the models of the classical logic (say propo-
sitional logic) as they are, to produce models for the envisaged quantum logic
as superpositions of classical models, and, finally, to design a suitable language
for constraining such superpositions.

The exogenous approach is a variation of the possible worlds approach orig-
inally proposed by Kripke [14] for modal logic, and it is also akin to the society
semantics introduced in [7] for many-valued logic and to the possible transla-
tions semantics proposed in [6] for paraconsistent logic. In fact, Kripke struc-
tures can be described as binary relations between classical models, the models
in [7] are just collections of classical models, and the models in [6] are obtained
using translation maps into the original logic(s). The possible worlds approach
was also used in [19, 20] for probabilistic logic1: the models turn out to be
probability spaces of classical models, as first recognized in [10].

The difference between the possible worlds approach and the exogenous
approach is subtle but full of consequences. The exogenous approach is used in
[16] to develop a probabilistic version of any given logic where, as in [10], each
model is a probability space of the original models, but where the connectives
are different from those of the logic being probabilized. As explained in Section
2, the global semantics of the new connectives arises naturally when using the
new models.

Note that the endogenous approach to probabilistic logic is also useful and,
actually, widely used. By endogenous approach we mean that we tinker with the
classical models in order to make them suitable for a specific type of probabilistic
reasoning. For instance, if we want a logic for reasoning about probabilistic
transition systems (probabilistic automata) we can modify the Kripke models
of dynamic logic by labelling the transition pairs (pairs of the accessibility
relation) with probabilities [12, 15]. As another example of the endogenous
approach, consider the probabilization of first-order logic obtained by enriching

1Later on, the relationship to epistemic logic was made clear in [3, 2].
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the domain of individuals with a probability distribution [1], having in mind
notions like almost everywhere.

Returning to quantum logic, the exogenous approach seems promising for
several reasons: (i) it can be applied to any given logic2; (ii) it settles once
and for all the issue of the nature of the quantum models (as superpositions
of models from the original logic); and, finally, (iii) it also guides the design
of the quantum language (that should provide the means to write assertions
about both the original models and the quantum models). Furthermore, since
quantum logic involves probabilistic reasoning (because of the stochastic na-
ture of the results of observing quantum systems), the successful exogenous
development of probabilistic logic in [16] reinforces this idea.

It is to be expected that the lattice approach to quantum logic will play
a similar role to the one played by modal algebras in modal logic, by Heyt-
ing algebras in intuitionistic logic, by Boolean algebras in classical logic, etc.
But, as in those cases, the algebraic approach is not the right source of in-
spiration for discovering the linguistic ingredients of the envisaged logic. For
instance, modal algebras appeared much later than Kripke structures, well after
the modal language was widely accepted.

In Section 2, we start by showing how to set up the exogenous probabilistic
version of propositional logic. Afterwards, we continue the process, first, in Sec-
tion 3, towards the exogenous quantum version of propositional logic (including
the probabilistic one), and finally, in Section 4, towards a dynamic version of
the latter (for reasoning also about changes in the quantum state of a system).

2 EPPL

Assume a fixed set {pk : k ∈ N} of propositional constants. Recall that a
classical valuation is a map v : {pk : k ∈ N} → {0, 1}. The exogenous approach
to probabilistic logic suggests that we identify a probabilistic valuation with
a probability space of classical valuations. A Nilsson3 structure V is a tuple
〈V,B, ν〉 where: V is a nonempty set of classical valuations; B is a σ-algebra over
V (that is, B ⊆ ℘V and B is closed under complements and countable unions)
such that {v ∈ V : v ° pk} ∈ B for each k ∈ N; and ν is a map from B to [0, 1]
such that ν(V ) = 1 and ν(

⋃
j∈NBj) =

∑
j∈N ν(Bj) whenever Bj1 ∩Bj2 = ∅ for

every j1 6= j2 ∈ N. In short, a Nilsson structure is a probability space where
outcomes are classical valuations and the extent of every propositional constant
is among the events.

This exogenous semantics for probabilistic reasoning suggests that we adopt
the probabilistic language composed of formulae of the form4

γ := ωk � ϕ � (t ≤ t) � (¯ γ) � (γ A γ)
2Herein, we just address the problem of designing the quantum version of classical propo-

sitional logic, but it is feasible to repeat the process for any given logic fulfilling some minimal
requirements as it was done in [16] for probabilistic logic.

3In recognition of the significance of [19] for the development of probabilistic logic.
4When defining languages, we use the abstract Backus-Naur notation [17], but adopting �

instead of the traditional | in order to avoid confusions with the object language.
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where ϕ is a classical formula of the form

ϕ := ξk � pk � (¬ϕ) � (ϕ⇒ ϕ)

and t is a real term of the form

t := θk � r � (
∫

ϕ) � (
∫

ϕ |ϕ) � (t + t) � (t t)

where r is a computable real number. The ξ’s, ω’s and θ’s are variables (to be
used in rules) that can be the target of substitutions respecting the syntactic
categories. An expression is said to be ground if it does not contain any such
variable. As usual, other (classical and probabilistic) connectives can be used
as abbreviations. Furthermore, we write (t1 = t2) for ((t1 ≤ t2) u (t2 ≤ t1)).

Clearly, for each ground classical formula ϕ, [ϕ]V = {v ∈ V : v ° ϕ} ∈ B.
So, from the probabilistic point of view, it is worthwhile to look at classical
formulae as describing events. The denotation of ground terms is inductively
defined as follows:

• [[r]]V = r;

• [[(
∫

ϕ)]]V = ν([ϕ]V);

• [[(
∫

ϕ2 |ϕ1)]]V =

{
ν([ϕ1]V∩[ϕ2]V)

ν([ϕ1]V) if ν([ϕ1]V) 6= 0
1 otherwise

;

• [[(t1 + t2)]]V = [[t1]]V + [[t2]]V;

• [[(t1t2)]]V = [[t1]]V × [[t2]]V.

According to the exogenous approach, the satisfaction of formulae by V and
ground substitution ρ is as follows:

• Vρ ° ωj iff Vρ ° ωjρ;

• Vρ ° ϕ iff v ° ϕρ for every v ∈ V ;

• Vρ ° (t1 ≤ t2) iff [[t1ρ]]V ≤ [[t2ρ]]V;

• Vρ ° (¯ γ) iff Vρ 6° γ;

• Vρ ° (γ1 A γ2) iff Vρ 6° γ1 or Vρ ° γ2.

The global nature of satisfaction is a key ingredient of the exogenous ap-
proach (contrarily to the local nature of satisfaction within the possible worlds
approach). The exogenous approach has the advantage of uncoupling the two
layers: the probabilistic connectives are defined independently of the original
logic. Note that the global probabilistic connectives are still classical but should
not be confused with the connectives of the original logic. Indeed, consider the
following probabilistic formulae where ϕ is a classical formula: (i) (ϕ ∨ (¬ϕ));
(ii) (ϕ t (¯ϕ)); and (iii) (ϕ t (¬ϕ)). Clearly, (i) and (ii) hold in every Nilsson
structure for every ground substitution, while (iii) does not hold in general.
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Observe also that the exogenous probabilization procedure applied above to
classical propositional logic is generic in the sense that it can be applied to any
given logic as explained in [16]. So, probabilization is akin to temporalization
and other cases of parameterization of logics. The same comment applies to
the procedure described in Section 3 for building quantum logic.

Finally, the notion of probabilistic entailment is introduced as follows: Γ ² δ
iff, for every V and ground ρ, Vρ ° δ whenever Vρ ° γ for each γ ∈ Γ.
This entailment enjoys the properties that one would expect from classical and
probabilistic reasoning, such as:

• ² ((0 ≤ (
∫

ϕ)) u ((
∫

ϕ) ≤ 1));

• ² ((
∫
(¬ϕ)) = (1− (

∫
ϕ)));

• ² ((
∫
(ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2)) = (((

∫
ϕ1) + (

∫
ϕ2))− (

∫
(ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2))));

• ϕ ² ((
∫

ϕ) = 1);

• (ϕ1 ⇔ ϕ2) ² ((
∫

ϕ1) = (
∫

ϕ2));

• (ϕ1 ⇒ ϕ2) ² ((
∫

ϕ2 |ϕ1) = 1).

A Hilbert calculus is proposed in [16] that is sound and weakly complete5

with respect to the above semantics, with the following rules on probability:

PM ` ((
∫
t) = 1);

FA ` (((
∫
(¬(ξ1 ∧ ξ2))) = 1) A ((

∫
(ξ1 ∨ ξ2)) = ((

∫
ξ1) + (

∫
ξ2))));

CP ` (((
∫

ξ2 | ξ1)(
∫

ξ1)) = (
∫
(ξ1 ∧ ξ2)));

UCP ` (((
∫

ξ1) = 0) A ((
∫

ξ2 | ξ1) = 1));

MON ` ((ξ1 ⇒ ξ2) A ((
∫

ξ1) ≤ (
∫

ξ2)));

MP ω1, (ω1 A ω2) ` ω2.

Observe that EPPL, the exogenous probabilistic propositional logic just
described, allows us to work with both classical and probabilistic assertions.
The former constrain the outcome space of the Nilsson structure and the latter
constrain the probability measure. This feature was already present in the
possible worlds probabilistic logics proposed in [10]. For a comparison between
the two approaches see [16].

3 EQPL

Taking into account the postulates of quantum physics as stated for example in
[18], the exogenous approach to quantum logic suggests that we should identify
a quantum state (or quantum valuation) with a unit superposition of classical
valuations. That is, the envisaged quantum logic should provide the means for

5Since we are using only finitary rules, strong completeness is out of question because
probabilistic entailment (as defined herein) is not compact.
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reasoning about a quantum system composed of a denumerable set of qubits
(one for each propositional constant pk) and where the (classical projective)
observation values are classical valuations. The basic idea is to find a suitable
Hilbert space containing the envisaged superpositions of classical valuations.
Given a nonempty set V of observable classical valuations, H(V ) is the following
inner product space over C:

• each element is a map |w〉 : V → C such that:

– supp(|w〉) = {v : |w〉(v) 6= 0} is countable;

–
∑

v∈supp(|w〉)
||w〉(v)|2 < ∞.

• |w1〉+ |w2〉 = λv. |w1〉(v) + |w2〉(v).

• α|w〉 = λv. α|w〉(v).

• 〈w1|w2〉 =
∑

v∈V

|w1〉(v)|w2〉(v).

As usual, the inner product induces the norm |||w〉|| =
√
〈w|w〉 and, so, the dis-

tance d(|w1〉, |w2〉) = |||w1〉 − |w2〉||. Since H(V ) is complete for this distance,
H(V ) is a Hilbert space6. Clearly, {|v〉 : v ∈ V } is an orthonormal basis of
H(V ) where |v〉(v) = 1 and |v〉(v′) = 0 for every v′ 6= v.

A quantum structure w is a pair 〈V, |w〉〉 where: V is a nonempty set of
classical valuations; and |w〉 ∈ H(V ) such that |||w〉|| = 1. This structure
provides the means for reasoning about a quantum system composed of a de-
numerable set of qubits (one for each pk) such that by observing it we get a
classical valuation in V . The current state of the system is the unit vector |w〉
(a unit superposition of the observable classical valuations). The stochastic re-
sult of observing the system at that quantum state is described by the Nilsson
structure N (w) = 〈V, ℘V, ν|w〉〉 where, for each U ⊆ V , ν|w〉(U) =

∑

u∈U

|〈u|w〉|2.

Given a set S of propositional constants (qubits), we denote by V[S] the
set {v|S : v ∈ V } and by V]S[ the set {v|Sc : v ∈ V }. The Hilbert spaces
H(V[S]) and H(V]S[) will be useful when asserting facts about a target set S of
qubits. Clearly, H(V) = H(V[S]) ⊗ H(V]S[) where V is the set of all classical
valuations. But, H(V ) ⊆ H(V[S]) ⊗ H(V]S[) where equality does not hold in
general. When it does, we say that the quantum system is composed of two
independent subsystems (one with the qubits in S and the other with rest of the
qubits). Furthermore, given a unit |w〉 ∈ H(V ), if there are unit |w′〉 ∈ H(V[S])
and unit |w′′〉 ∈ H(V]S[) such that |w〉 = |w′〉 ⊗ |w′′〉 then we say that, in state

6Actually, H(V ) is isomorphic to L2 over the counting measure on V . Since we have in
mind applications to quantum computation and information where all bits have the same
importance, the choice of the counting measure is appropriate. However, other applications
may require a different approach leading to a quite different logic. For instance, when looking
at a quantum system with a physical real quantity such that each pk reflects the k-th bit
in its binary representation (and we could use sequences of other propositional symbols for
representing other quantities), the Hilbert space proposed above would not be suitable. We
should use instead L2 over the Lebesgue measure on [0, 1].
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|w〉, the qubits in S are not entangled with the qubits not in S and, therefore,
that the qubits in S are independent of the other qubits at that state |w〉.

This exogenous semantics for reasoning about a quantum system (and its
subsystems) suggests that we adopt the quantum language composed of formu-
lae of the form7

γ := ωk � ϕ � (t ≤ t) � ([S] ♦ −−→ψ : u) � (¯ γ) � (γ A γ)

where ϕ is a classical formula, t is a real term, u is a complex term, S is a
nonempty recursive set of propositional constants (qubits), and ψ is a classical
formula over S. The classical language is as before. The enriched set of real
terms and the set of complex terms are jointly defined as follows:
{

t := θk � r � (
∫

ϕ) � (
∫

ϕ |ϕ) � (t + t) � (t t) � Re(u) � Im(u) � arg(u) � |u|
u := υk � (t + it) � teit � u � (u + u) � (uu)

.

The denotation at w of ground terms is straightforward, but it is worth-
while to mention that the probability terms are interpreted using N (w). For
instance: [[(

∫
ϕ)]]w = ν|w〉([ϕ]w). The satisfaction of formulae by w and ground

substitution ρ is as follows:

• wρ ° ωj iff wρ ° ωjρ;

• wρ ° ϕ iff v ° ϕρ for every v ∈ V ;

• wρ ° (t1 ≤ t2) iff [[t1ρ]]w ≤ [[t2ρ]]w;

• wρ ° ([S] ♦ ψ1 : u1, . . . , ψn : un) iff there are unit |w′〉 ∈ H(V[S]) and
unit |w′′〉 ∈ H(V]S[) such that |w〉 = |w′〉 ⊗ |w′′〉 and there are distinct
v1, . . . , vn ∈ supp(|w′〉) such that vk ° ψkρ and |w′〉(vk) = [[ukρ]]w for
k = 1, . . . , n;

• wρ ° (¯α) iff wρ 6° α;

• wρ ° (α1 A α2) iff wρ 6° α1 or wρ ° α2.

The language of EQPL, the exogenous quantum propositional logic just
introduced, is quite powerful. Some abbreviations are useful for expressing
some important derived concepts:

• (♦ ϕ1 : u1, . . . , ϕn : un) for ([{pk : k ∈ N}] ♦ ϕ1 : u1, . . . , ϕn : un);

• [S] for ([S] : ) — qubits in S are not entangled with those outside S;

• (♦ϕ) for ((
∫

ϕ) > 0) and (¤ϕ) for ((
∫

ϕ) = 1);

• (
∧

F A) for ((∧pk∈A pk)∧ (∧pk∈(F\A) (¬pk))) whenever F is a finite set of
propositional constants and A ⊆ F .

7Here we need to extend the Backus-Naur notation: we write ~δ for a finite sequence of
elements of the form δ.
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As an illustration, consider the following consistent assertions about an
enriched Schrödinger’s cat (where cat-in-box, cat-alive and cat-moving are
propositional constants):

• [cat-in-box, cat-alive, cat-moving];

• (cat-in-box ∧ (cat-moving⇒ cat-alive));

• ((♦cat-alive) u (♦(¬ cat-alive)));

• ([cat-alive, cat-moving] u (¯[cat-alive]));

• (((
∫
cat-alive) = 1

3) u ((
∫
cat-moving | cat-alive) = 1

2));

• ([cat-alive, cat-moving] ♦ cat-alive : 1√
6
, cat-alive : 1√

6
);

• ([cat-alive, cat-moving] ♦ (cat-alive ∧ cat-moving) : 1√
6
,

(cat-alive ∧ (¬ cat-moving)) : 1√
6
,

((¬ cat-alive) ∧ (¬ cat-moving)) : ei π
3

√
2
3).

The notion of quantum entailment is introduced as expected: Γ ² δ iff,
for every quantum structure w and ground substitution ρ, wρ ° δ whenever
wρ ° γ for each γ ∈ Γ. Our ultimate goal is to establish a deduction calculus
complete in some useful sense with respect to this semantics. Meanwhile, the
following are examples of interesting entailments:

• ² (¯ ([S] ♦ ψ : 0));

• ² (([S] ♦ ψ1 : u1, . . . , ψn : un) A ([S] ♦ ψk : eituk)) for k = 1, . . . , n;

• ² (([S] ♦ (ψ ∨ ψ′) : u)≡ (([S] ♦ ψ : u) t ([S] ♦ ψ′ : u)));

• ² (([S] ♦ ψ1 : u1, . . . , ψn : un)A((|u1|2+· · ·+|un|2) ≤ (
∫
(ψ1 ∨ . . . ∨ ψn))));

• ² (([F ] ♦ (
∧

F A) : u) A ((
∫
(
∧

F A)) ≤ |u|2));
• ² ((ψ1 ⇒ ψ2) A (([S] ♦ ψ1 : u) ≤ ([S] ♦ ψ2 : u))).

4 DEQPL

For reasoning about changes in the state of a quantum system (including transi-
tions resulting from projective observations of a single qubit), we need to enrich
the language. Following [18], according to postulate 2 of quantum physics, the
evolution of a closed quantum system is described by a unitary operator. And
postulate 3 tells us what is the resulting state when a qubit is projectively ob-
served with result |b〉 in H(2). We need transition terms for denoting all such
state transitions, of the form

Z := τk � U � P � (Z ◦ Z)
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where U is a unitary operator term of the form

U := I �Hk � Sk �
(π

8

)
k
�Xk �Yk � Zk � cNk1

k2
� U−1 � (U ◦ U)

and P is a projective observation transition term of the form

P := Pc|0〉+c|1〉
k

where c is a complex number of the form r + ir where r is, as before, a com-
putable real number. The eight symbols in U denote the eight basic unitary
operators (identity, Hadamard, phase, π/8, Pauli X, Y, Z, and control not, re-
spectively). Any finitary, unitary operator can be approximated as close as
desired by a finite composition of these basic operators [9]. We also need tran-
sition formulae of the form8

H := {γ}Z {γ} � {γ}ΩZ

where γ is a quantum formula as defined in the previous section.
The denotation [[Z]] of a transition term Z is a partial map from the unit

circle of H(V) to itself (recall that V is the set of all classical valuations). In
the case of every unitary operator term this map is total. Partiality only arises
for observation transitions (as illustrated below).

Observe that, given V ⊆ V, it may happen that [[Z]]|w〉 /∈ H(V ) even when
|w〉 ∈ H(V ) and [[Z]] is defined on |w〉. We must keep this in mind when defining
the satisfaction of transition formulae9:

• V ρ ° {γ1}Z {γ2} iff, for every |w〉 ∈ H(V ), if 〈V, |w〉〉ρ ° γ1 then
〈V, [[Z]]|w〉〉ρ ° γ2 whenever [[Z]]|w〉↓ and [[Z]]|w〉 ∈ H(V );

• V ρ ° {γ}ΩZ iff, for every |w〉 ∈ H(V ), if 〈V, |w〉〉ρ ° γ then [[Z]]|w〉↓ and
[[Z]]|w〉 ∈ H(V ).

That is, {γ1}Z {γ2} means that if the quantum system evolves by Z from a
state where γ1 holds to a legitimate state (that is, in H(V )) then γ2 holds at
the resulting state. If the resulting state is not legitimate the transition formula
is vacuously satisfied. And {γ}ΩZ means that the quantum system reaches a
legitimate state when it evolves by Z from a state where γ holds.

It is worthwhile to spell out in detail the semantics of the basic unitary
operators. To this end, we need the notion of the dual of a valuation on a qubit:
vk is the valuation that agrees with v on all propositional symbols barring pk

and gives the other Boolean value to pk. For instance:

• [[Hk]]|w〉(v) =

{
1√
2
(|w〉(v) + |w〉(vk)) if v 6° pk

1√
2
(|w〉(vk)− |w〉(v)) otherwise

;

8Adapting from the Hoare (pre- and post-condition) triplets in the logic of imperative
programs [13].

9As usual when dealing with partial maps, we write [[Z]]|w〉↓ for asserting that [[Z]] is defined
on |w〉.
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• [[Sk]]|w〉(v) =
{ |w〉(v) if v 6° pk

i|w〉(v) otherwise
;

• [[cNk1
k2

]]|w〉(v) =
{ |w〉(v) if v 6° pk1

|w〉(vk2) otherwise
.

Before describing the semantics of the projective observation operators, we
need some notation. Given a set S of propositional constants (qubits), we
denote by I[S] the identity operator on H(V[S]) and by I]S[ the identity operator
on H(V]S[). Given |b〉 = α0|0〉+α1|1〉 in H(2) we also need to use the projector
along |b〉, the operator |b〉〈b| on H(2) defined by the following matrix:

(
α0α0 α0α1

α1α0 α1α1

)
.

Letting P
|b〉
k be the projector along |b〉 for qubit k in H(V) that is given by

I[{p0,...,pk−1}] ⊗ |b〉〈b| ⊗ I]{p0,...,pk}[, the semantics of the projective observation
transition terms is as follows:

• [[Pc0|0〉+c1|1〉
k ]]|w〉 = P

c0|0〉+c1|1〉
k |w〉

||P c0|0〉+c1|1〉
k |w〉||

.

Observe that [[Pc0|0〉+c1|1〉
k ]] is undefined at |w〉 if ||P c0|0〉+c1|1〉

k |w〉|| = 0. In
particular, [[P|0〉

k ]] is undefined at |w〉 whenever |w〉 ° ((
∫
(¬pk)) = 0). In fact,

it is not possible to observe 0 on pk when all valuations in the support of the
state of the system satisfy pk.

The projective observation transition terms play the role of qubit assign-
ments in quantum computation since they impose the superposition of the tar-
get qubit in the resulting state. But, contrarily to classical computation, an
assignment to qubit pk may also affect other qubits (those that were entangled
with pk). For instance, the transition formula

{([Earth-cat-alive,Mars-cat-alive] ♦
(Earth-cat-alive ∧Mars-cat-alive) : 1√

2
,

((¬Earth-cat-alive) ∧ (¬Mars-cat-alive)) : 1√
2
)}

P|0〉
Earth-cat-alive

{([Mars-cat-alive] ♦ (¬Mars-cat-alive) : 1)}

states, among other things, that if the two cats are entangled then after ob-
serving the Earth cat dead we end up in a state where the Mars cat is also
dead.

The proposed quantum transition language is quite powerful. We envisage
to set up a relatively complete calculus for DEQPL (the dynamic exogenous
quantum propositional logic with the above semantics). The key ingredients
of this calculus will be the rules for the primitive operators since dealing with
composition and relating with valid formulae of EQPL will be straightforward.
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5 Concluding remarks and acknowledgments

The proposed exogenous approach to quantum reasoning provided us with a
working semantics for a powerful quantum logic. The resulting logic is promis-
ing and interesting in itself, but further work is necessary, namely towards a
complete axiomatization and a clarification of the relationship to other quantum
logics.

Since it is feasible to repeat the construction starting from any other logic
(fulfilling some weak requirements), it seems worthwhile to investigate the con-
struction of quantum logics as a form of parameterization of logics (as defined
in [5]), like it is done for probabilistic logic in [16].

Assessing the effective role of the chosen basis forH(V ) is also an interesting
line of research. Indeed, EQPL satisfaction, as defined herein, strongly relies
upon using the orthonormal basis {|v〉 : v ∈ V }. One wonders if we can relax
the semantics, while preserving the intended entailment, in order to be able to
deal with classical formulae when we do not know V but we are just given a
Hilbert space isomorphic to H(V ).

The authors wish to express their deep gratitude to João Marcos who care-
fully proofread the draft and to the regular participants in the QCI Seminar
who suffered early presentations of this work and gave very useful feedback
that helped us to get over initial difficulties and misunderstandings of quantum
physics, specially Jorge Buescu, Manuel Ricou, António Serra, Gabriel Pires,
Pedro Resende, Vı́tor Rocha Vieira, Walter Carnielli, João Pimentel Nunes,
and, last but not least, José Cidade Mourão.

This work was partially supported by FCT and FEDER through POCTI,
namely via FibLog 2001/MAT/37239 Project and within the recent QuantLog
initiative of CLC.
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